
Ether Dynamics of the "Dome Fire"
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F{E phone rang ar about 9:30 PM. I was not feeling very
vvell and v"'as already in bed. For the last three days, it

seemed as if I had contracted a low grade "flu". But there

was something di-fferent about this "flu". Both my wife and I had
a fairh' drsturbed sleep the night before. It was now Monday, April
29fi, ( 1996) the fifth night since the beginning of the "Dome Fire"
near [.os A]amos, New Mexico.

On the phone was my friend Ajna Luminaria, calling from
Scousdale, Arizona. She told me that she thought they were
experiencing some unusual, subtle energ'y effects from the New
Mexico fire in the Phoenix area, and did I think any radiation was
coming from the fire? It seemed unlikely that any radiation was
coming from the fire or that it could be traveling 350 miles against
the wind to Scottsdale, but I told her I'd look into it. After all, Aina
had previously alerted me to the unlikely hazards of Bar Codes.
Maybe something unusual was happeninC.All I knew was that I
felt pretty weird.

I got up and went into a meditation on the fue. Within 20
minutes, I had a clear insight into the situation. A "new" phenom-
enon was happening, something I never dreamed possible.
Everything that has happened since that night has on-ly confirmed
the following, We have witnessed a'new'Etheric phenomenon.

The "Dome Fire" was acting like a huge radionic broadcaster!
There were two primary lines of radionic information being
emitted by the fre. The first was a very strong FIRE EIIMENT
emission. Not everyone was disturbed by this, but those of us who
were sensitive to it felt like we were being cooked from the inside.
And, there was no way to shield ourselves from it. Drinking lots
of water helped slightly. The second was a strong RADIATION
emission that manifested itself as 3 specific locations on the
controls of the SpaceCrafter that would not clear. This was
particularly alarming, since I had NEVER seen a subtle energy
signature that the SpaceCrafter could not clear immediately. This
indicated that it was an active emission.

By Wednesda/, May l, 1996, the FIRE ELEMENT broadcast
was almost gone. On Saturday, May 4, 1996, the RADIATION
Iines on the SpaceCrafter were softening. As of this writing on
May I l, one week later, the effects are 9970 reduced and all that
is left is a general emotional malaise and a mild sense of fatigue.
These questions remain: What was different about this fue? Why
did it behave like a huge Radionic Broadcaster? To understand
this, a little history may help.

The area around Los Alamos, New Mexico has been contami-
nated by releases of low levels of radioactive materials for nearly
its entire 50 year history. The Federal Government denied this
practice during the "Cold War' period, but was eventually forced
to admit that periodic "accidental" releases did occur. By the time
they did admit what was happening, they always claimed that the

amount released on any given day was *safe" or 'not harmful".

Just downwind, Santa Fe, New Mexico is considered by manv
sensitives to be prone to these "high radiation days" and unsafe
to Iive near at all times. DOR clouds can be seen regularly in Santa
Fe, which is downwind of Los Alamos. Santa Fe has, on average,
about 100 days a year with DOR clouds. By conhasf at my house
70 miles south of Santa Fe, I can remember only I day in the last
3 years when there were DOR clouds immediately overhead.

The Etheric conditions that produced the Radionic Broadcast
from the ftre are a genuine mystery. I do not know WHY it
happened. The following explanation is my current hypothesis.
What is known is that this event occurred during the intense
burning of a mildly radioactive forest.

The Etheric response to a wide-spread, low level radiation is
a generalized, low-grade EXPANSION, as well as a degrading of
the EI-ASTIC characterisfcs of the field. Until the fue, this
condition has not seemed to be anymore alarming than hundreds
of other environmental problems. These general conditions do
not seem to be adequate to explain the broadcast from the fire.
So, we must look deeper into the situation.

Every little microscopic speck of radioactive material is sur-
rounded by a volume of space where the Ether is very expanded
and its elastic characterisfics have been lost entirely. Wilhelm
Reich called this set of conditions "ORANUR". The elastic
characteristic of the Ether is responsible for its ability to "Pulsate",
to animate living things, and also to be "Patterned", (to carry
subtle energy information, like a Radionic Broadcast). Immedi-
ately surrounding this area is a volume where the Ether establishes
a BOUNDARY that separates the "destroyed" etheric conditions
on the inside, surrounding the radioactive material, from the
"damaged"' conditions on the outside. This boundary layer
usually consists of Ether at a higher density and potential than the
surrounding. This is the area where DOR is formed. Here, the
elastic character of the Ether is damaged, but not destroyed. Its
pulsation is rigid and weak, and the patterns it carries are toxic (life
negative). Beyond this, the Ether sets up a final boundary to
contain the damaged area. Outside of this final boundary, the
Etheric forces are "healthy" and can pulsate and animate life
normally and be patterned with life positive information. This
process of the healthy Ether protecting itself from areas where its
character has been deshoyed or damaged, Wilhelm Reich called
"sequestration". The ftre may have partially short-circuited the
Ether's ability to sequester these conditions.

We have every reruon to believe that millions and millions of
microscopic bits of radioactive material have become incorpo-
rated into the vegetation of the forests surrounding Los Alamos
National Laboratories. This was the fuel for the "Dome Fire".
Etherically speaking, fire is an emission of both Warmth Ether and
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Light Ether; and for all intents and pwposes, Light Ether is the
primary carrier of radionic information. We now have all of the
elements to understand the situation.

When the ffre entered the Etherically sequestered boundary
surrounding a radioactive particle, the Light Ether was impressed
with all of the elements present at the time: l) High Etheric
potential surrounding an enclosed low Etheric potential (this
acted like the radionic amplilier or etheric feed point); 2) Fire
Element; 3) DOR and ORANUR. The Light Ether emiued by the
fire was now capable of carrying "information" about conditions
within the sequestration zone beyond the sequestration bound-
ary. It also had the signature of its "carrier-wave" in it, the element
of the fire itself. As the fire raced through the radioactively
contaminated area, this set of conditions was temporarily created
millions of times. Tc, my knowledge, this kind of uNatural Event"
has never been identified before. This theoretical explanation of
why the fire was capable of being a radionic broadcaster is open
to debate. I am open to discussing any other intelligent analysis.

The ability of the Etheric Envelope of the Planet to sequester
noxious aspects of itself is the ONLY REASON we are still alive
on this horribly polluted space-organism. This final line of Etheric
Defense for all the Life on Earth has now been breached. It took
over 7 days for the Ether to heal itself of this 'EVENT". Those of
us who lived through this consciously are very alarmed.

The distance the various effects traveled is unknown. Nothing
we were able to do here in the Albuquerque area was effective at
lessening the impact on our health. On the night of April 29, the
effects of the Fire Element broadcast were clearly evident in
Scothda-le, AZ, and as far away as Los Angeles, CA. Downwind,
as far away as Arlington, Texas, people had "flu" like symptoms
that were non-responsive to heatrnent, beginning about May l. It
is, therefore, also possible that the smoke from the "Dome Fire"
was mildly radioactive. I have no "proof'of this, but it does follow
the same line of logic.

It is not my policy to leave you, the reader, in a state of despair
at the end of one of my articles. Unfortunately, I have not drawn
any hopeful conclusions from this situation. Therefore, my only
advice is to smile, and enjoy the rest of your day anyway. I
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